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Lectra's Modaris pattern cutting software is a key tool in pattern making.n Using a practical approach and illustrative examples, pattern cutting for. Upgraded memory system
that allows you to save up to 100,000 templates and provides the operator with the ability to monitor the placement of parts on patterns. This program allows you to achieve the
best quality and productivity indicators, increasing production safety. The program allows you to measure and evaluate the geometry of molded parts and control the process of
cutting along the length, depth and width of the part. The LEKTRONU Modified Zig System is an automatic protection system against errors that occur during processing, as a
result of which the product may become unusable. Automation of the cutting process using an electro-hydraulic press is becoming increasingly popular, because it can
significantly reduce the processing time of the part. Controllable productivity changes the topology of the workpieces, resulting in a reduction in both cost and labor intensity.
Sentence Software software that is used to build cut patterns (modellers). It accepts and processes patterns stored on a personal computer. Performs drawings and cutting parts
in accordance with the drawings. Simulation programs developed by LEQTRONUS can be assigned a checklist number TS00-12. This guarantees changes to the range and leads
to a 50% increase in labor productivity. The company is a leader in the development and sale of multifunctional low-cost workstations for professional activities (MODELERS).
It should be noted that they combine several working functions with an equal number of functions. USB port Wireless radio connection Built-in flash memory (up to 4 GB)
Microprocessor Battery or AC power Ergonomic work surface Capturing and copying parts Projections (simulation) Desktop Fasteners for tablets and other devices All
necessary processing accessories
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